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MEMORANDUN4 OF UNDERSTANDING

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) arrived at and as on the loth day of January,
2OL9, by and between:

IDHAYA ENGINEERING COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (IECW), a college having its registered

address at Nainarpalayam Road, Chinnasalem, Kallakurichi - 606 201 (hereinafter referred to

as "IECW" which expression shall, unless it be repugnant to the context, be deemed to include

its successors and assigns) represented herein by Rev. Mo. John Britto Mary, Secretary of the
College; and

PearlSys, a company incorporated under the Companies Act, having its registered office at

First Floor, Rajan Press, Valappadi, Salem - 636 115, (hereinafter referred to as "PEARI_SYS"

which expression shall, unless it be repugnant to the context, be deemed to include its
successors and assigns) represented herein by Mr. Muthu Karthikeyan, Chairman and Managing

Director of the company.

HISTORICAL BACKGROU N D :

IECW's reputation far and wide. Since its inception, IECW has been laying emphasis on

engineering education for women. iECW has full control over the Web based College

Academic and Administration work and is willing to enter into a MOU to undertake such

activities

WHEREAS:

A. iECW approached PEARLSYS as a potential developer to assist IECW students to
develop college automation system.

B. PEARLSYS expressed the willingness and has a team of software engineers and also

possesses the capacity to strengthen the team and execute the necessary development

activities

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises of the Parties and other good

valuable considerations, the Parties agre,e as follows:
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Definitions

The following words or expressions shall have the meanings set out herein:

1.1. "MOU", "Mou", and t'Memo of Understanding" shall all refer to and mean

this Memorandum of Understanding.

1.3. "source-Code" shall refer to the customized PearlSys Web Based College

Enterprise Resource Planning (PSWBC ERP) product currently controlled by IECW

and the domain name is iecwerp. The code has 6 major modules. One is the

Administration Module and the second module of the code is the Staff

Module and the third module of the code is the Student Admission &

Support Module and the fourth module of the code is the Examination

Module and the fifth module of the code is the Alumni Module and the sixth

module of the code is the Parent Module.

Non-Disclosure

PEARLSYS shall treat the data for PSWBC ERP provided by IECW as confidential

information. PEARLSYS will not make use of, disseminate, or in any way, disclose

Confidential information except to the extent necessary for evaluation, testing and/or

development and related discussions and consultation with personnel or consultants of

PEARLSYS.

4,

No-Hire Clause

The two Parties will not solicit or hire each other's employees or consultants under

contract with the other Party, unless a complete authorization to do so is obtained by

the hiring Party from the hired Party, after providing complete justification to do so.

Resources

PEARLSYS shall deploy its human resources and shall work within the college campus of

IECW. Under any circumstances PEARLSYS is not permitted to remove or copy or move

the source code. AII of the necessary hardware, network connectivity, Test set-up and

development environment suitable for such activities are to be provided by IECW in its

campus during the time of deployment and mair;tenance.
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College Academic and Administration ERP Development

The necessary development activities shall include several functional modules that it is

easier to maintain. Integrate the modules link into the IECW website as a single

domaln, Fixing other operational bugs and errors. Upon completion of the above tasks,

a new version of the full web-based work along with a subset version of the view, as a

customized branding in the name of PSWBC ERP should be developed by assisting IECW

students who are willing to do mini project on college automation system as a

contribution to the Institution. Also PearlSys agree to orient and train the faculty and

Students about in this regard. This MOU places no financial obligations or

supplementary funding commitment on either Institute.

Duration

The above-mentioned scope of work is expected to be completed as per the

requirement of IECW. The resource can choose to work part-time of full-time,

continuously or intermittently to perform the task undertaken.

In case the MOU extends beyond the stated time frame, both parties agree to discuss

the cause and effects of such a condition on the agreement and mutually decide the

course of action to be followed.

Supervision

IECW shall assign its staff to closely monitor the progress of the work and PEARLSYS is

expected to provide PSWBC ERP and also report an unforeseen outcome, in a timely
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manner.

8. Future engagement

The MOU shall become effective from the date of the last signature and remain in force

for a period of five (5) years with the understanding that it may be terminated that by

both parties at any time by written notice to one another.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties herein have set their hands and seat on the day
and year herein before specified.
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